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Yeah, checking out an e-book Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By
Alexa Kang can add your friends checklists. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, success does not mean that you have wonderful things. Recognizing as well as knowing more
than other will offer each success. Beside, the notification and also impression of this Rose Of Anzio -
Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang could be taken as well as chosen to act.

Review
"I liked Tessa as she decided from the start she is who she is, and she didn't back down from being her own
person. She is both brave and vulnerable. I don't normally read this genre, but to be honest, this is one book
I'm glad I read."  - Archaeolibrarian

From the Author
As writers, our best reward is to know that our readers have enjoyed our stories. I am delighted to share
below the email I received from Ms. Rosaura Delgardo on April 22, 2016. Thank you, Ms. Delgardo. You
inspire me to keep on writing.
Hi Ms. Alexa,
I've been a huge fan of Candy Candy for the longest time now. After a conversation I had with a friend,
I decided to do a bit of research on the series. This is when I stumbled upon your book. I found the topic very
interesting and immediately decided to purchase it.
I cannot begin to tell you how wonderful it was. I was not able to put it down. I finished it in one sitting and
right away, started reading the second book. I was just as impressed and I found it incredible. I clinged on to
every word as if it were my last and the story was very well crafted. No encounter that Tessa and Anthony
had failed to take my breath away. Ever since, I have not been able to stop talking about it.
Anyways, I just wanted to thank you for your dedication. You have a wonderful way of writing. It's been a
long time since a book made me forget to eat and sleep. I cannot wait for the third installment of "The Rose
of Anzio".
- Best Regards, Rosy

From the Inside Flap
This series is completed. The target release dates of the next three books are on the author's website at
alexakang.com.
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Learn the technique of doing something from lots of sources. Among them is this book entitle Rose Of
Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang It is an extremely well known
book Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang that can be
suggestion to read currently. This suggested publication is one of the all terrific Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight
(Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang collections that remain in this website. You will also
discover other title and themes from numerous writers to search here.

The reason of why you can obtain and get this Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love
Story By Alexa Kang quicker is that this is the book in soft file form. You can review the books Rose Of
Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang anywhere you want also you are
in the bus, workplace, residence, as well as various other locations. However, you could not need to move or
bring guide Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang print
anywhere you go. So, you won't have much heavier bag to carry. This is why your selection making much
better idea of reading Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang is
really valuable from this situation.

Knowing the means how you can get this book Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love
Story By Alexa Kang is also useful. You have been in ideal site to start getting this info. Obtain the Rose Of
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well as go to the link. You could order the book Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight (Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love
Story By Alexa Kang or get it when possible. You can quickly download this Rose Of Anzio - Moonlight
(Volume 1): A WWII Epic Love Story By Alexa Kang after obtaining bargain. So, when you need guide
promptly, you can straight receive it. It's so very easy therefore fats, isn't it? You must favor to through this.
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“Tessa, I don’t know how to swing dance, and I wouldn’t be very good at it if I tried. But if you care, I’d like
to do a different kind of dance with you.”

***Special Historical Fictions Cross-Promo. Rose of Anzio-Moonlight 99 cents this weekend. (Normal
Retail Price $2.99).

Summer 1940. Fourteen-year-old Tessa Graham finds herself in a new, unfamiliar world. For her safety, she
is sent from England to Chicago to live with the prominent Ardley family just before the London Blitz.
Stifled by the ways of the rich, she is soon drawn to the city’s infamous South Side. A world where she
discovers jitterbug dancing, and the intrigues of the powerful Irish community. But is this the escape she
really wants?

On the University of Chicago campus, eighteen-year-old Anthony Ardley has to make a choice. His country
stands at the brink of war. Conscription threatens to become reality. As sole heir to the Ardley fortune,
should he stand with his beloved uncle, a staunch isolationist, or join his radical classmates clamoring for
American intervention?

What will happen when Tessa and Anthony cross paths on the way to discovering themselves?

A coming of age tale that emerges into an epic love story, this book takes you back to Chicago in the pre-war
era, when two young people must find their paths in a world that is fast falling out of control.

Don’t miss this story if you enjoy WWII historical fiction, moving romance tales, the Titanic or Downton
Abbey.

The entire series is completed. Target release dates:

Book 2 Jalousie - On Sale Now
Book 3 Desire - Pre-order begins in May, 2016
Book 4 Remembrance - October, 2016
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right away, started reading the second book. I was just as impressed and I found it incredible. I clinged on to
every word as if it were my last and the story was very well crafted. No encounter that Tessa and Anthony
had failed to take my breath away. Ever since, I have not been able to stop talking about it.
Anyways, I just wanted to thank you for your dedication. You have a wonderful way of writing. It's been a
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Most helpful customer reviews

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Romance against the odds
By Pamela Ann Savoy
This book is a very good read, it has endearing characters that make us feel along with them, as they are
searching themselves in a time of turmoil, with their world about to be turned upside down in irreversible
ways. Tessa is a larger than life honest and generous girl who has such an appetite for life and love, and cares
more about being true to herself than accepted by social standards. Whereas Anthony represents the typical
perfect rich boy who's always done what he had to do to follow his dad's footsteps. Their encounters are
never boring, but even as they clash, they help each other grow to become better persons, as each faces
obstacles in their own sphere, and eventually, together.

The background of pre-war Chicago is well depicted, WWII drawing closer and closer gives a dark
background hue to the plot, giving each character possibilities to evolve. Although the main story is about
Tessa and Anthony, I found the secondary characters to be as colorful as the main ones, adding value to the
story. I was caught in the web deftly crafted by the author, and enjoyed feeling the emotions along with
Tessa and her friends and wondering what would happen next. It is almost as if we are seeing their lives
unfolding on screen as the rhythm is well-paced, and the scenes and situations are described with a nice
flowing yet punchy style.

I cannot wait to see how Tessa, Anthony and all the characters will find their strength and grow amidst the
rolling black clouds of war hovering over their heads, and soon in their hearts.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Beautiful, captivating romance!



By Mylius
Most of all, I loved Tessa. She’s bursting with life, a free spirit, and a genuinely good person who is just
beginning to discover what it means to become a woman and to learn what love is.
One of the most skillful things about this book was how realistically characters were portrayed and, not only
how you see them evolve and change, but also how easy it is to feel and experience life through their senses.
As soon as Tessa begins to adjust to life in America, on her own terms, she flourishes and blossoms.
Anthony took me a bit longer to warm up to, largely because there were sides to his personality that just
don’t get witnessed in the beginning. The plot had a very clever way of only showing you as much as you
needed for that part, and the more you read, the more things tie together and build on what you already know
and what you already felt. In fact, the plot was very reminiscent of a very good mystery writer. That
combined with the potent realism of the romance itself made this book an amazing read.
I found it so well worth it to invest in what happens and get hooked by it. The events leading into WWII
which frame the characters’ decisions made me feel transported to that time, which, again, only made the
romance more powerful.
The Liebestraum scene was transcendent!
I received a free copy in exchange for an honest review; I bought the book anyway, and am impatiently
waiting for the next three in the series! :)

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
I loved “The Rose of Anzio book one” from the first ...
By Cinzia M.
I loved “The Rose of Anzio book one” from the first page, and it goes without saying that I can’t wait to read
book two, as well! What I liked the most is that it has an historical setting, which the author has been able to
describe in the most accurate way. You can really feel the atmosphere of Chicago in the forties, just like you
were living it, all the excitement of a nation that despite being on the verge of war, or maybe because of that,
wants to live life to the fullest is palpable, but more than anything you can’t avoid falling in love with the
two main characters, Tessa and Anthony literally jump out of the pages, they are adorable! These two kids
who are apparently so different in temperament but at the same time they are drawn to each other irresistibly.
A thrilling novel, a book which is absolutely unputdownable!
I received an Advanced Review Copy in exchange for an honest review.

See all 12 customer reviews...
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